INTRALOGISTICS
SYSTEMS · SOFTWARE · SERVICES

Guaranteed Success.
Automated intralogistics systems provide operational excellence for your in-house logistics – and lay the foundation for growth and profitability. They enable inventories, order lead times, manpower, space requirements, and energy costs to be reduced, while helping to enhance process speed, delivery quality and productivity. viastore SYSTEMS offers the entire spectrum of intralogistics systems solutions. Consulting, planning, implementation, continuous improvement – from automated mini-load systems to highly complex distribution centers, and benefit from shuttle systems to logistics centers for frozen products.

Our high-performance viastore SOFTWARE combines the international standard WMS via dat, which is available in 16 languages, as well as our SAP solutions in EWM and LES/TRM made even more powerful thanks to our expertise in intralogistics and material flow technology – for the benefit of intelligent management and intelligent control of your entire intralogistics system from conveyor and shuttle systems. Take advantage of integrated software for your manual warehouse or your automatic material flow system, benefit from customized processes and ergonomic and intuitive usage.
WE OFFER TECHNOLOGICALLY NEUTRAL ADVICE AND PLANNING SERVICES

WE IMPLEMENT
ANY TYPE OF WAREHOUSE FROM ANY PROVIDER

SYSTEMS · SOFTWARE AND IT · SIMULATION

WMS · WMS AND WCS · SYSTEM FACILITIES

HOTLINE · SERVICE · RETROFIT
WE OFFER THE RIGHT SOLUTION THAT PROVIDES THE GREATEST BENEFIT TO YOU.
With more than 125 years of corporate history, we have evolved from being a machine manufacturer to a plant engineering company to a global intralogistics expert. Intralogistics systems, intralogistics software and intralogistics services are our core strengths.

CUSTOMER COMMITTED, INTRALOGISTICS EXPERTS, INTEGRATIVE, INTERNATIONAL, HANDS-ON, ENTREPRENEURIAL, SOLID

That’s viastore.
MARKET LEADERS RELY ON OUR INDUSTRY EXPERTISE.
GUARANTEED SUCCESS

INTRALOGISTICS SYSTEMS
- Consulting & System Design
- Systems
- Modernization
- AS/RS
- Shuttle Systems

INTRALOGISTICS SOFTWARE
- WMS viadat
- SAP Supply Chain Execution

INTRALOGISTICS SERVICES
- 24/7/365 Hotline
- Maintenance
- Spare Parts

Guaranteed Success.